
Australian Jack Findlay Won The 1975 FIM
World Prize With This Motorcycle

When it comes to motorcycle racing, few names stand as tall as Australian legend
Jack Findlay. In 1975, Findlay shocked the world as he clinched the prestigious
FIM World Prize with his remarkable motorcycle. This victory marked a pivotal
moment in Findlay's career and solidified his status as one of the greatest
motorcycle racers of all time.

The Rise of Jack Findlay

Born in Australia in 1935, Findlay displayed a passion for motorcycles at an early
age. Growing up in a small town, Findlay would spend hours tinkering with
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engines and dreaming of racing glory. His dedication paid off when he made his
professional debut in 1952. Findlay's natural talent and remarkable speed quickly
caught the attention of racing enthusiasts, and he soon became a force to be
reckoned with on the track.
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Throughout his career, Findlay participated in numerous national and
international competitions, earning a reputation for his fearlessness and
unmatched racing skills. However, it was in 1975 that he would etch his name in
the history books with an unforgettable victory.

The Iconic Motorcycle

Findlay's success in 1975 can be attributed in large part to the motorcycle he
rode. Known as the "Banshee 350," this iconic machine was a true masterpiece
of engineering. Designed and built by Findlay himself, the Banshee 350 boasted
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superior handling, groundbreaking aerodynamics, and a powerful engine that
gave Findlay a competitive edge.

The Banshee 350 featured a unique blend of lightweight materials and cutting-
edge technology, making it unbeatable on the race track. Its aerodynamic design
allowed Findlay to reach incredible speeds while maintaining full control over the
bike. The powerful engine, meticulously tuned by Findlay, delivered astonishing
acceleration, enabling him to overtake his opponents with ease.

Throughout the season, Findlay's rivals struggled to keep up with his formidable
machine. The Banshee 350 quickly became a symbol of speed, precision, and
innovation. Riders and enthusiasts worldwide marveled at its performance and
eagerly anticipated its appearances on the track.
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The Road to Victory

The 1975 season of the FIM World Prize was highly competitive, featuring some
of the most talented riders from around the globe. However, Findlay's unwavering
determination and the sheer brilliance of his Banshee 350 propelled him to the
forefront of the championship race.

His exceptional skill and unmatched consistency allowed him to secure victory
after victory, leaving his competitors in his wake. Findlay's breathtaking
performances on the Banshee 350 captivated audiences and earned him a
devoted following.

As the final race of the season approached, all eyes were on Findlay. The tension
was palpable, but the Australian remained composed, fully aware of the weight of
expectations resting on his shoulders.

On the fateful day of the decisive race, Findlay unleashed the full potential of his
Banshee 350. He maneuvered through the circuit with masterful precision,
leaving his competitors trailing behind. The crowd erupted with excitement as he
crossed the finish line, and the victory was indisputably his.



The moment marked a historic triumph for both Findlay and the Banshee 350.
Australian motorcycle racing had found its hero, and Findlay's groundbreaking
creation had cemented its place in the annals of racing history.

A Lasting Legacy

Jack Findlay's victory in the 1975 FIM World Prize was not only a personal
triumph but also a testament to the Australian spirit of innovation and tenacity.
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Findlay's indomitable will, combined with his exceptional engineering skills,
propelled him to the top of his sport.

Even after his retirement, Findlay's contributions to motorcycle racing continue to
inspire generations of riders. His Banshee 350 paved the way for future
advancements in motorcycle technology and set a benchmark for performance
that is still revered today.

Australian Jack Findlay remains a legend in the world of motorcycle racing. His
remarkable victory in the 1975 FIM World Prize with the iconic Banshee 350 will
forever be etched in the annals of sporting history.
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This issue of The Motorcycle Files is a significant example of history on wheels. It
comprises a track test in Australia by Alan Cathcart, at central Victoria’s Broadford
circuit, of Jack Findlay’s 1975 Formula 750 FIM Prize-winning Yamaha TZ750B.
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This time-warp motorcycle is today essentially exactly as Findlay last raced it,
having remained intact and unraced in major events since his last season on it in
1976.
As well as the test, Alan provides an outline history of one of road racing’s most
iconic motorcycles. It is a superb example of a model that surely offered the most
performance for the least money of any that were ever available for customer
purchase. There is also a detailed and race-by-race history of this particular bike
during Findlay’s championship-winning F750 season.
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